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38, ~ l'Ol ·IER AND POWERLESSNESS : 

Or With a Little Help From Our Fricnds/7 

~ Jar:1cs ,,. Gescl1\1ender 

My assigned topic is the social consequences of powerlessness but, while 

very important, such a discussion is premature. We must first rethink the 

concepts of power and powerlessness. Most sociologists would include power on 
......... 

their list of key concepts for sociological analysis. Ny own list would in-\ 

elude power, exploitation, cla s s, nation, consciousness, conflict~and social 
I 

change~among others. Each concept has meaning only as related to the others 
I 

within a theoretical framework that recognizes the dynamic nature of society • 

...... , - · -..I.-. f ·d d Each concept - and their interrelations_,. must be seen as lu1 an changef 
M M 

able as all are constantly reshaped by the interplay of social forces. Power 

must be recognized 

dividuals and as a 

magnitude. Social 

. /'"' 
as an objective

1
property of collectivities rather than .in 1 

-\I"\;,[ 
phenomenon ~may be created, destroyed/\or altered in 

/1 J 

analysis within this theoretical tradition should always be 
. r, 

located within particular sociorhistorical settings. 

It is not my intention to develop such a theory in this paper. 

first attempt to demonstrate the inadequacy of the two dominant formulations of 

power and powerlessness (that of the social psychologists and the political 

-sociologists), briefly comment on a more promising but still less than satis 1 

facotry formulation (that related to collective behavior and social movements), 

and then briefly describe the fight of Waiahole and Waikane (Hawaii) residents 
t 

to retain their lifJ\tyle. The latter material will be used to illustrate the 
,-.. 

weaknesses in existing treatments and to point the way toward a better formula; 

tion of power and powerlessness. In concluding~! will suggest that existing 
I 

formulations by social psychologists and political sociologists may have some 

~:::::? __ 1: __ t_h_:_r_~'":_i_~::_~~:~:~~-~~-=he study of power. 

1;-"';-' \ 9-«The data portion of this paper is uased upon research done \thilc on sahbatical 
~~~ -ucave_fro.i t,1e St.:ite_U11ive1·sit.:,, of Ile•., York anu \/JS pu1·tiully suµported hy a fel:f' 

l m,srn p frou , the Uat 1 ona 1 Endm·1ment for the llu nanities and a research grant from 
the ilation«l Institute fo1· ;icntal llealth. 
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(I: The Social Psychological Approach 

Recent decades have seen two major lines of emphasis in sociological re-\ 

search on power and powerlessness. The dominant line of inquiry has followed 

from Melvin Seeman's (1959, 1972) classic discussion of alienation in which 

powerlessness was defined as one of the five (later six) types of alienation. -I will limit myself to some general comments~as Seeman (1972, 1975) has al1 
J -

ready summarized the work in this area. Powerlessness is defined as a sub\ 
I ,,. 

jective state of individuals-...;:r an expectancy that one cannot determine one's 

future social outcomes (Seeman, 1972:472). While there is general recognition 

that a strong correlation between sensed and actual powerlessness cannot be 

assumed, there is still a tendency to assume that they are associated (Seeman, 

1972: 507). Consequently, much scholarly effort has been ex.pended developing 

-objective indices or scales of powerlessness as a subjective state. These int -dices have been correlated with factors believed to lead to a sense of power-\ 

lessness, withrbehavioral consequences, or with other subjectively defined 

types of alienation. Other studies have suggested reanalyzing the concept into 

the dimensions of sensed personal efficacy and sensed political efficacy. 

Few scholars attempt to measure the association between objective power and 
1-P .. ,~n5LJf " t'\J K v~..!11 

subjectively defined powerlessness~although LippittA~&- (1954) demonstrated 

an association betweerr self-defined, other-attributed, and observer-defined -patterns of influence in a group setting. It is generally recognized that perf 

ceptions of powerlessness are changeable,\but Hunt and Hardt (1969) are among 
I 

the very few who have tested the impact of experience upon perceptions. None of 

the existing work has indicated any awareness of the fact that meaningful social 
r-

power is not possessed by individuals but rather by social collectivities rang7 

ing from small community groupings to social classes. 



cD Political Sociology and Power 

Political sociologists have always been more concerned than social psycholf 

ogists with power as an objective phenomenon. It is true that their measures 
r 

are indirect and often employ perceptions as .1.•,d ices, but their primary obi 
--r-r-r J ,'1. 

jective has always been to assess real power. '\Clark (197}~ describes the 
...... I ,.... 

current state of community power studies - the arena in which political 
M 

sociologists have best displayed their conceptions of power: 

Probably the best known debate of earlier years involved 
Hunter, Dahl, and their respective followers. Reputa{' 
tional and decisional methods ,-1ere viewed as conflicting 
means to the same end: answering the question of who 
governs? ••• With time, however, the fact that t hey were 
studying distinct phenomena has become clearer. Hunter's 
basic concern was power, conceived of as the potential 
for influence. Dahl 1 s concern was influence, conceived 
of as making explicit decisions among alternatives. 
Hunter's reputational method, inquiring of the potential 
import of various actors, operationalized power. Dahl's 
decisional metho'½\focussing on particular actors in 
reaching specific decisions, operationalized influence._ 
Similarly, a power structure, as the patterned distr,!_bu-'i 
tion-'"of power, may be distinguished from a decision-== ,-
making structure, or the patterned distribution of influt 
ence in a social system. 

~hird, and distinct from power and influence, is base re~ 
sources •••• Base resources are the actor's properties o-;
facilities that may be converted into power or influence. 
Some obvious examples are money, high social status, and 
verbal skills. Appropriate measures vary for differen,t... 
base resources. However ~,an important class of base ret 
sources consists of those deriving from occupancy of a 
particular social status -~ mayor, city councilman, bank 

,.,\ 
president, etc. One simple procedure for gauging such 
base resources has been termed the positional method: it 
generates a list of statuses occupied by leading indi' 
viduals in a communit~ {T, lt c.l~r-l~ 1'115: ;J.1"+}0 

These are the three dominant approaches to the study of community power. 

Each is oriented toward determining some aspect of an actual distribution of 

power in a given community. The best ~ork in each tradition recognizes that 

power may be possessed by collectivities as well as by individuals. Ho~ever, 
,,.,.

all three approaches suffer in that they are unable to assess power in relai 



tion to social change. They tend to view power distributions as static. The 

decision-making approach is a bit more dynamic in that it follows an issue over 

time and can chart the activation of actors and social processes as it moves 
,,...... 

toward resolution. Nevertheless, it tends to be restricted to issues and det 
t~5l H"~-\' 

cisioris whjfh arise within the social system rather than those ..wl+;i.c.h-arise as ,, 
challenges to the system. It could be used to chart the manner in which new 

coalitions create or seize power not previously possessed,1but there is little 
J 

evidence of actual use for this purpose. 

Political sociologists have also exhibited a concern with power in -numerous political participation studies /\but the relationship between partici-t 
I 

pation and power remains problematic. Alford and Friedland (197~: 4Ji1-4J2"j- prof 

vide an excellent discussion of the relationship and suggest a potential~y lisel 

ful definition of powei:: 

I - ~\ t-:- , 
~-•·'/ 

~- _power is held by those who benefit over time from the 
op efation of social, economic, and political structures. 
Power is· not held by those who win in a given electoral 
battle or attempt to influence a decision •••• Our defini~ 
tion has the advantage of referring to concrete behavior 
~ ~not the behavior of those seeking benefits, but of 
those who, con s ciously or unconsciously, intentionally,.
or unintentionally, act in such a way as to confer bene+ 
fits upon one group rather than another. Therefore, we 
argue that power should not be assumed to follow from 
participation. Power and participation are independent 
although causally related phenomena •••• Participation may 
be associated with power, but power can exist without 
partlcipation •••• Participation may occur without power ••• 
and powerlessness can exist without participation •••• ,-

While the creation of ••• structural power requires part 
ticipation, its effects are often to reduce the need for \. 
participation by dominant groupsJt,A l far-J JI\J t,1rcll.:rid ~1,-,5: 4,\~ 3'"J..J0 

(D Political Sociological and Social Psychological Approaches Compared 
r

The approach toward the study of power used by political sociologists re'\ 

sembles that of the social psychologists in having both virtues and shortcomings JI.. 
r- ) 

but differs in primary emphasis. The social psychologists are primarily coni · 



_ __.5½., 

cerned with powerlessness as a subjectively defined individual attribute~while 
) 

the political sociologists are primarily concerned with power as an objective 

·t\ ·, ,¾ 
attribute ~~may be possessed either by individuals or social collectivities. 

I --
These two approaches supplement one another and enable us to make some detert 

minatj_on regarding both the nature of power as actual l y existing within a given 
!"'"-

social system and as subjectively perceived by the sy s tem participants. Howt 

ever, even in combination, they are inadequate in that they do not fully analyze 

the relation of power to social change and tend to treat power as a static or 

-tln:k 
relatively fixed phenomenon w~is neither created nor destroyed. 

(D Collective Behavior and Social Movements 

The field of collective behavior and social mover.tents can best l>e described 

as having a unifying perspective rather th a n an int e grated theory (see Marx ~nd -Wood, 1975). Neil Smelser (1963) provided the most ambitious attempt at a gent 

eral theory of collective behavior ~but the results proved less than satisfactory. 
I th~, 

There is an emerging consensus on a perspective ue,i.eh views collective behavior 
/\ 

and social movements as collective proble~solving efforts on the part of those 

sharing a community of interests, confronted by a common problem, and excluded 

from legitimate channels of redress. There is an unfor~unate tendency for ref 
-ri,~1 .-I Yl 

searchers to specialize~ narrowly defined ;, 

tion. 

topics -wlla:cl1, are analyzed in isolar 
• I 

We have many excellent studies on the nature of grievances, strains, social 
~ncl so o h~ f h ;;rt 

structures,/\ et:e, ,~~ may spark the search for a collective solution to a 

shared problem. We also have many studies of the mobilization process, the 

leadership and the following, the role of ideology, the development of strategy 

and tacticsAand relations between the movement and the public. Others have con-\ 
I 

centrated on the study of career patterns of social movements and what happens -to them after they either achieve their objectives or fail to do so over an ext 



( 
I 

- - --~ 
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tended period of time. ti, { 
There are numerous case studies of individual movements T attempt to 

analyze the interrelations among the concepts cited above. These only partially 

overcome the problem caused by treating a unity as if it were made up of dis1 

crete parts. They must be supplemented by more good comparative analyses of 
r--

social movements along the lines of the excellent analysis of a ia n-revolu~ 

~ -+~~ 
tions by Jeffery Paige (1975). Let us ~ o~ .. urn to a case history~ may 

prove valuable in helping us to understand the conceptualization of power and 

powerlessness required for good social analysis. This is a very sketchy account 

of events based upon my own research. Data were collected through participant 

observation, interviews <-rith participants, newspaper accounts, propaganda 

literature, and official government documents. 

Q) Waiahole and Waikane Valleys 

Waiahole and Waikane are two rural Hawaiian valleys located on the windward 

side of Oahu (urban Honolulu is on the leeward side). There is a scattering of 

small individually owned plots of land in the valleys~but most land is owned 

/) by th g irs of Lincoln McCandles}who began acquirin/ land in 1890. The 

NcCandless land is leased in small plots t on a month-to-month basis (evictions 
tw,,ni:.,~e•::,/l :: 

may legally take place with a ~-day notice) to persons who normally live on it 
/" 

and either farm it as a full-time occupation or to supplement income from outt 

side jobs. .._\ · 
c,; f l) b<-r \- ,-. · 

A Anderson (1974) found that most persons in the valleys have lived in their 
twQ,,J d 

present residences for an extended period of 
\e.-, "'" 11c.tc r 11 

years, 17 percent between lfo" and ~ years, 112 

time (41 percent for over~ 

percent less than ~nyears). This 

actually understates the extent of permanency as it does not consider the 

children of vall ey residents who, upon maturity, set up their own housekeeping/\ 
) 

or tho se who have chan ged resid ences within the two valleys. Anderson (1974) 

I• 

·-· 



-----
also found the valley residents to be ethnically mixed (46 percent pure or part 

Hawaiian, 20 percent of Japanese ancestry, 17 percent Filipino, 12 percent Haole 

or Caucasian, and 5 percent other); to have a skewed age distribution,.._with only 
) 

37.1 percent of all residents (16.8 percent males and 20.3 percent females) in 
h,.'!•'\J b \ y t• ve 

their niost productive years between 21t and -55-; and to have significantly lower 
I I I 

family incomes than Oahu as a whole despite a high proportion of multiple~income 

families. 

@ The Power Distribution, Januaryf 1974 

Let us now consj.der the situation as of early 1971¼. On December 1, 1973, 

the . McCandless jeirs ubmittcd to · the /tate a letter of intent to rezone 1,337 

acres of agricultural land in Waiahole and Waikane (752 acres to urban and 585 -acres to rural or large-lot residential~se classifications). Despite alleg~1 

tions that Lincoln HcCa:..dless used immoral, unethical/ ,and quasi-legal methods 
} -in acquiring the land, the landlord had clear title and the legally unchalt 

-lengeable right to·sell the land and evict the tenants. The potential developer 

would have the right to develop the small amount of land along the highway and 
-~e.. 

near~Waiahole school currently zoned urban without any rezoning. He would also 

have the legal right to develop land zoned agricultural into two-acre lots for 

luxury homes or apply to have it rezoned urban for a small~lot residential def . 

velopment. Historical precedent in recent years found more and more rural 
./"'I 

valleys such as Waiahole and Waikane being rezoned urban and developed to accomf 

modate a growing population. There is a continued need for new housing but 
,,-. 

also great, and growing, reluctance to take land out of sugar or pineapple prot 

duction because of their importance as cash commodities. 

The entire weight of law, economic rationality, and past precedent lay on 

the side of those seeking development. This was supplemented by the great 

wealth of the potential developer. The residents did not appear to possess any 

(/11 



resources that would enable them to ~uccessfulefesiry. They also possessed 

the social characteristics (e.g., low education, low income, and minority 

·-

b. :{C. 
status) ~eh- are bel i eved to be associated with a high degree of sensed power-f 

lessness. Thus any re a sonable social scientist would anticipate that the land 

would be sold to developers, the tenants evicted, and the region developed for 
,,..... 

residential purposes. Let us now contrast these perfectly reasonable expecta1 

tions with the actual course of events. 

~ The Community Response 

Subsequent events may be broken into three phases. During the first phase 

the community sought information and organized itself; it next sought support 

from the larger Hawaiian public; and finally the very nature of the struggle 

became transformed as the residents came to see their fight as one segment o'f a 

larger struggle. This series of changes took place against a backdrop of landt 

lord and developer maneuvering, governmental deliberations~and the actions of 
) 

outsiders. This is not the place for a full account of such events/\but they 
) 

will be selectively reported as they bear upon our present concern. 

-Phase One: In January and February of 1974 residents of the valleys, alt 

though unaware of the landlord's letter of intent, were made uneasy by an in7 

creasing frequency of ~arge, expensive cars driving down their rural roads with 

passengers who appeared to be businessmen from Japan. These feelings were 

exacerbated when Robert Anderson (hired by the potential developer) conducted 
t h, t 

a survey of the area ~ he represented as an "objective academic study. 11 

I\ 

The residents became afraid that the land might be sold to Japanese investors 

and developed for tourist or commercial purposes. They were uncertain how to 

find out just what was happening but Sei Serikaku, a farmer who leased land in 

the valley, had a nephew who was an experienced community organizer and who was 

currently running a religiously oriented youth project in Kahaluu (the valley 



immediately adjacent to Waiaholc). Bob Nakata, the nephew, was approached and 
.s-r Jr ---

agreed to do what he could to discover what was going on. He went to the ALand 

Use Commission and discovered the letter of intent. 

Word about the prospective development was spread to the various tenants 

and small landowners in the valleys and discussions began as to how ~ re-[' 

sist. A general meeting of Waiahole and Waikane residents was held on April 8, 

1974, and the Waiahole-Waikane Community Association (WWCA) was formed, a 

steering committee organized~and monthly meetings scheduled. Bobby Fernandez 
) 

was elected president at the meeting on Nay 6. The WWCA incorporated the f ull 

range of ethnic and economic diversity found in the valleys but the first 

steering committee was composed primarily of small landowners and large farmers. 

They developed a strategy of opposition and sought public support. Some early 

support was received from Bob Nakata, residents of Kahaluu valley, and persons 

associated with,. the Ethnic Studies Program at the University of Hawaii. With 

these exceptions, the valley residents were alone in their struggle at this 

stage. -Phase Two: The full implications of the development plans became more ap; 

parent with the submission of a revised rezoning request on June 30, 1974. It 

.and subsequent elabora~ions described the development program as involving 

three five-year stages culminating in 6,700 housing units and a total residential 

population of 20,000 persons. The first stage would be limited to construction 

in only a small section of Waikane. The WWCA worked to make the general public 

acquainted with the details of the plans and to force them to consider the impli~ 

cations. It became easier and easier to attract supporters to the cause of the 

residents of the valleys as more and more of the public pondered the implicat -tions for urban sprawl, environmental damage, increased congestion on the high~ 

ways, destruction of 

loosely described as 

agriculture 1.and the accelerated demise of what has been 
') ' 

the "Hawaiian life style. 11 



The tremendous growth of Oahu's population has combined with increased 

tourist pressure to cause drastic changes in the environment in a relatively 

short space of time. The urban concentration has rapidly spread outward from 

the center of Honolulu. Rural valley after rural valley has been taken over 

for either residential or tourist use. Water quality has rapidly deteriorated. 

Highway congestion has long since gone beyond the tolerable stage and there is 
,,-.. 

no place to build additional highways without massive destruction of environ7 

mentally and/or historically important sites. The best of the remaining agri-f' 

-cultural land is concentrated in the cash crops of sugar and pineapple. Cont 

sequently~Hawaii has to import most of its food and is vulnerable to shipping 
) 

interruptions. 

Much lip service has been paid in recent years to the effort to make 

The environmental movement was very Hawaii agriculturally self-sufficient, 
19G.Os 

strong in Hawaii during the si,ct::ies and ,, -continues to have an important influi 

ence. The development of Waiahole and Waikane would produce increased erosion> 

flood threats, increased pollution for a deteriorating Kaneohe Bay> and would 

remove two of the few remaining natural areas of Oahu. It would also remove 

from agriculture two productive valleys (producing over half of Hawaii's sweet 

potatoes and the majority of Oahu's bananas along with a variety of other 
,-.... 

crops). Thus it is not surprising that the \~~CA was able to attract many supt 

porters to their struggle to remain in Waiahole and Waikane and to keep the 

valleys in agriculture. 

Supporters were drawn from a variety of middle-..class and student groups. 

They were, for the most part, sincerely concerned individuals with a respect 

for law, order.t.\and government. 
') 

They wished to influence public policy but 
,.. 

wished to do so in an orderly manner. They were willing to express their bei 

liefs, contact politicians, sign petitions> make donations, and do what they 

I 

I 
I 
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r 
could to retain the present character of Waiahole and Waikane so far as pas; 

sible within the limits determined by legality and good taste. The State Land 

Use Commission held hearings on the proposal to rezone Waiahole and Waikane on 

October 10 and 21. Many valley residents and their supporters attended the 

meetings. Public pressure had been influential in getting Honolulu's Nayo-r 
r

Frank Fasi, Hawaii's Governor George Ariyoshi, and other public figures to inf 

dicate varying degrees of support for their cause. On December 20, 1974, the 

State Land Use Commission voted without dissent to deny t:he rezoning request. 

However, this did not end the matter. 

On December 31 1 the McCandles{9i-rs 
er-

. 
IV\ 

assigned all of their interests~ 

Waiahole and Waikane to one of their members, Hrs. Loy NcCandless Harks, in 

exchange for land .wAieh she held on leeward Oahu. In Hayf she subsequent;l.y 

sold a portion of 

rest of the 2,868 

Waikane to developer Joe 
-\-h)t 

acres wlr~ she owned in 
. 

PaoAwho also purchased options on the 
l 

Waiahole and Waiknne. Waikane 

tenants received a letter from :Mrs. Harks on June 2, 1975, informing them of 
......._ 

the land transfer and notifying them that existing leases were cancelled and 

new ones would have to be negotiated with Pao Investment Corporation. The next 

day Waiahole tenants received letters informing them of rent increases ranging 

from 50 to ~50 percent. The WWCA membership agreed not to pay the new 

rents but instead to deposit rent at the old rate into a trust account pending 

resolution of their situation. A move was made to destroy the unity of the WWCA 

when Mrs. Harks offered Waiahole tenants (Waiahole was not part of the first 

five-year plan) new one-y~ar leases at lower rents than previously set. This 

offer was accepted by a few tenants but most rejected it. 

Phase Three: In August the Waiahole tenants who had not signed new leases 

received eviction notices. On the same day Joe Pao filed a request with the 

City Department of Land Utilization to develop 130 large house lots in Waikane. 



-Both this and .:i later revised version of the request were rejected. The resi-t 

dents of the valleys bei:ame increasingly sophisticated in their understanding 

of the nature of power and the workings of law and the government. They came 

to believe that particular decisions on rezoning or land utilization were final 

only if they lost. Every !:ime they won the developers would simply back off for 
·th~,t 

a while and then submit a revised request-wM:c-h-might stand a better chance of 
I \ 

approval. The developers had sufficient money and other resources that they 

could put Waiahole and Yaikane on the back burner to be periodically reheated. 

In the meantime they would use their influence backstage upon commission members, 

politicians ~and other key influentials. Commission members could ultimately be 

replaced if not influenced. 

However"a single decision against Waiaholc-Waikane would mean the end of 
.) 

the struggle if the residents chose to be law-abiding, respectable citizens. 

r" 
Consequently, a struggle emerged within the WWCA as to the best line of activii 

ties. Disagreements emerged over with which outsiders _to form linkages, over 

ultimate objectives, over strategy and tactics, and even over ideology. A -group, largely made up of workers, 
.... It\~ 

self 11Up )!'n Arms" and advocat~ a 

developed within the association~calling itt 
I 

more militant, class-oriented line. They 

sought to unite with other worker and community groups in common struggle for 

shared interests and they forged closer ties with radical groups in Hawaii. 

A committed group of political activists had been developing in Hawaii 

ever since the 1960fs. These were people with a sophisticated political 
th~t 

orientation, a commitment to building a just society, a dedication •.;hjieh-would 

be reflected in almost total involvement in any struggle once undertakenMand a 
~ 

willingness to risk their~ personal well-being for a cause in which they bef 

lieved. This band of radicals was a most important catalyst in helping to pull 

together the entire Waiahole-Waikane movement. One such person was Pete 



Thumpsonl\who was associated with the Ethnic Studies Program at the University 
) 

of Hawaii and had a history of nctivism in support of community groups fighting 

in their own behalf. Thompson was among the first to offer his services to 

Waiahole-Waikane in 1974. He then left for an extended trip to the Peoples 

Republic of China but resumed his association with the WWCA upon his return. 

There were several organizations of radicals in Hawaii/\but: the most sigi 
I 

r-
nificant in terms of the Waiahole-Waikane struggle was the Revolutionary Comi 

munist Party (RCP). A number of radicals who had previously been associated 

with the Revolutionary Union joined together with other activists to form the 

RCP in the /all of 1975. Very early in its existence the RCP defined the 

Waiahole-Waikane struggle as a key element in the emerging class struggle in 

Hawaii. These political activists offered their services to the WWCA but at' no 

time did they attempt to take over leadership. Advice was given when requested. 

Decisions were made by the WWCA steering committee and membership. - However A the 
) 

activists carried the decisions out to the larger community and helped to put -them into practice. They helped to develop a broad base of class allies throughf 

out Oahu and in some of the outer islands. Those who were workers carried the 

message of Waiahole-Waikane back to the workplace with them. The unemployed 

talked to other 

on the campus • 

unemployed workers. 

Ge I~ f s communicated .....,;_..,, 

Students started an educational campaign 

with other Gf1rfs. Gradually an entire set v..__,, 
of support organizqtions was built all across the state, representing persons 

from a variety of walks of life but mostly workers, students, the unemployed/\and 
I 

welfare rights advocates. 
,-... 

In each case the members of the political cadre helped to develop the pot -litical analysis and interpretation of events so that people could see the rcla, 

tionship of their own cause to that of Waiahole-Waikane. The residents of 

Waiaholc and Waikane, in turn, lent their support to ocher struggles in exchange 

1:-



------ --
for the opportunity to talk about their own situation. 

of workers with feelings of class solidarity emerged. 

A broad-based movement 

One might also note that 

the level of political consciousness and sophistication of the WWCA membership 

grew as the struggle continued. It is impossible to state whether it was the 
l ~1l. 

presence of the political cadre or the nature of the struggle ~~caused this 

development, but it can probably be traced to the two factors in interaction. 
-:u. 

There was a gradual alteration in lines of activit~ within the WWCA. 
~ 

Initially there was a division of labor/.\with some elements participating in in; 
I -creasingly militant demonstrations while others sought to continue the more re~ 

spectable attempts to influence key politicians. The former group increasingly 

fortned alliances with th~ new.1,y emerging support groups and increasingly defined 

themselves as participating in a common class struggle. This transition became 

complete with a change in composition of the steering committee early in 1976. 

1-lany, but not all, of the small landowners and larger farmers left the steering 

cornmittee/\to be" replaced by workers who had been part of Up ;(n Arms. With this 
J 

shift in leadership the WWCA became fully committed to carrying on the fight for 

Waiahole-Haikane as part of a larger class struggle(.\and the working relationship 
Re? J 

with !=he ~a)\"ltttieAary Ccroll)JJD;st-Pe-rty was strengthened. Many of the middle-=--

class supporters remained as supporters~but the new working::::-class allies became 
I 

of greater overall significance. 

0he battle contit~~~eanwhile;) A series of dates were set and reset for 
,,

the eviction of the Waiahole tenants. An application was made to rezone a port 

tion of Waikane for urban use. The tenants affected by the proposed Waikane 
,... dda~s 

changes were granted/\in their eviction date until all legal appeals were ex; 

"' hausted. Proposals and counter proposals were made~but January 3, 1977, was 
""' e if d· , ~ l If. ) . 

eventually set as the date to evict some -8-6\~aiahole tenants. On January 2 a 
I \ 

tent city was set up in Waiaholc valley. Tents were erected by student groups 

-



(the Revolutionary Student Brigade and Students United for Land and Housing), 

worker groups (representing 

and civil service workers), 

pineapple workers, sugar 

youth groups, cflf "5/\and 
'-''--' I 

workers, the unemployed f 
supporters without affili1 -ation. On January 3 the sheriff served writs of possession effective immedi 1 

ately. The writs were accepted but the road leading into the valley was 

blocked by an arm-linked mass of several hundred people. No attempt was made to 

enforce the order that day. 

By Tuesday, January 4, people began drifting away and the force in tent 

city became token. Teams were sent out to leaflet and pi cket throughout Oahu 

during rush hours. The public was informed of events and asked to phone public 

officials demanding intervention to prevent the evictions. Around 11:00 p.m. on --- .,, 
January 4 word came to the camp that the police were on their way to carry oµt 

the eviction order. The tenants, the camp residents"and an "on-call reserve 
) 

iorce" mobilized and blocked a half-mile stretch of the Kamehameha Highway, pre1 

venting all ac:cess·to the valley. This blockade also stopped traffic on windward 

Oahu~as the highway is the only auto route connecting it with the rest of the 
I 

island. The blockade lasted for over an hour until trusted police sources gave 

assurance that no police eviction team would come. Public pressure forced the 

governor to intervene. He set up a meeting of all concerned parties for Friday,. 

January 7> during which Hrs. Narks agreed to delay evictions until March 1 to 

allow time to work out a 
\\ \-\1 

The ensuing 5-0 days 
I\ 

';"'I 

nonfviolent solution. 

were event=filled. The State Land Use Commission held 

hearings on February 9 and 10 on the application to rezone a portion of Waikane 

for urban use. A large number of 

supporters attended the hearings. 

Waiahole-Waikane residents, their allies/.\_and 
'} 

Both the /tate of Hawaii and the fity and 

founty of Honolulu testified in opposition to the rezoning request. Rallies 

and demonstrations were held and new compromises were proposed. Finally,\on 
I 

I 

I 



February 26, 1977, Governor Ariyoshi announced that the state would buy 600 

acres of Waiahole valley for six million dollars. The state would develop the 

mountainous terrain at the head of the valley for recreational use and would 

develop the remainder under a village agricultural scheme. A new residential 

village would be constructed, land would be developed for agriculture outside 

the village, long-term l~ases would be granted, and first priority would be 

granted to present tenants. 

This plan was not a complete victory for the \~~CA. The state could not 

purchase the valley unless Pao and his development corporation (Windward 
,,... 

Partners) failed to exercise their purchase option /\ scheduled to expire in mid= 
) 

November. It was generally assumed that Pao would not buy Waiahole unless 

Waikane were rezoned urban. Late in July the State Land Use Commission rejected 

the request to rezone Waikane. To date no subsequent action has been taken with 

regard to the purchase option. The 

ocean side of Kamel)ameha Highway in 

state plan did not include the land on 
fwelve 

Waiahole (affecting about J;r families) 

the 

and 

did not provide for the nine families threatened with eviction in Waikane. At 

the time of this writing (0ctobe1J. 1977) it is expected that liindward Partners 
,

will allow their option to lapse and that the state will proceed with its pur~ 

-chase plans. The Hawaii Housing Authority announced on August 13 the estabt 

lishment of a planning team to design the Waiahole project{\but no further def 
) 

tails areJ- as yej_ available. 

CD Discussion 

Thus while they did not get everything they wanted, the l~/CA won a major 

victory. In Januaryf 1974f it seemed evident that the valley residents were 
I 

powerless to prevent the loss of their land and forced relocation ..... J°'probably 
ft1 r,, 

to the cityras rural land was rapidly becoming nontexistent. 
.,) 

Yet by 1977 the¥ 

were able to coerce the state into buying Waiahole for six million dollars and 
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committing another large, but unspecified, sum to its development. They also 

were able to prevent Waikane from being rezoned urbnn. This is a tremendous 

change in objective levels of power possessed over three years. 

It is important that we as sociologists have a theoretical and conceptual 

th;;"L -scheme•wh-ich enables us to anlayze what happened. This power came from somet 
I \ 

where. It was not created out of thin air. The residents of Waiahole and 

Waikane valleys did not suddenly gain control of large amounts of pase ref 

sources not previously possessed. The source 
-\-~ 1-t 

of the new power has to be located 
h,~t 

in the social organization ~if~ was created and the allegiances .w\~ were 

.:'on 
It is precisely these types of phenomeni\ formed in the course of the struggle. 

J..t .l 
, ~ ~~ ~ 

~ih:ie:h-existing social psychological work on powerlessness and political sociot 
I \ 

logical work on power are incapable of handling. Arthur Field (1970) propos~d 

the concept of "people power" for precisely this purpose/,\but neither he nor anyt 
') 

one else ever developed it. In fact, his original formulation only referred to 

the power of numbers of people and ignored the dimension of social organization. 

r' 
It is only in the oft::::maligned area of collective behavior and social move+ 

ments that even the rudiments of a viable, complete approach to power can be 

found. 
I .,-... 

The collective behavior-"';;-social movement area provides a useful startt 

ing point. There is a general recognition that power is a collective attribute. 

Social movement analysts 
1~~t 

tion, or community .wh.i-GR 
I \ 

existing social order to 

-examine the mobilization of segments of a class, nat 

normally lack the ability (are powerless) to force the 
th-e,, 

respond to :i-jf collective needs. Scholars analyze the 

techniques through which movements attempt to create power and exert sufficient 

-leverage so as to coerce a desired response from representatives of the estabt 

lished order. At its best, this type of analysis takes place within a framework 

of concern for the larger process of social change. It is precisely this type 
,.-

of approach, when combined into a larger theoretical framework, that could en1 

(, 0 • 



able us to make sense out of the Waiahole-Waikane experience. 

0 Historical Background 

A complete understanding of Waiahole-Waikane would require an analysis of 

Hawaiian history from the time of earliest European settlement (see Daws, 1968; 

Fuchs, 1961). The Europeans came as missionaries and traders but remained to 

alienate the land, proletarianize the Hawaiians, establish plantation agriculi 

ture, and import labor from China, Japan~and the Philippines under contracts 
J -favorable to planter interests. Work was hard, working conditions bad, and ret 

wards to labor minimal. There was a tendency for each of the racial groups 

(i.e., Hawaiians, Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos) (tci'~litiall_Vinterpret their 

experience as national e~ploitation at the hands of Haoles (Caucasians) rather 
,.. 

than class exploitation at the hands of capitalists. The earliest forms of re~ 

sistance were national in form and were not without evidence of tensions among 

racial minorities as well as between them and the Haole elite. 

Hawaii remained under the political and economic control of a tightly knit 

little oligarchy until World War II. The end of the war brought an economic 

1~at 
challenge by the ILWU 'Th unionized a large portion of the territory's labor 

force with a class-oriented ideology. A political challenge was launched by 

JapanesejArnericans under the leadership of a group of young men who had served 

in the military during the war. These two groups joined together to revitalize 

the Democratic/arty and build it to the point where it usurped political control 

from the Republicans. The dominance of the old elite was further undermined when 

outside capitalists, first from inuinland United States and later from Japan, were 

able to break through barriers and begin a program of investment in Hawaii. The 

one thing that remained secure in the hands of the old ruling elite was their 

monopoly over the land. Even here, their orientations changed and they began to 

see the possibility of selling land and/or developing it for profit rather than 

(p J II 



retaining it as a combination capital investment and status symbol. This is 

what made possible both the contemplated development of Waiahol.e-Waikane and 

the possibility for viable resistance to such plans. 

~ Nationalism and the Organizati.on of Waiahole-Waikane 
.-

The first step in building a successful movement to resist planned develop~ · 

ment was for Waiahole-Waikane to organize itself. This was not without its 

I""\ 
problems. The community was multit-national in a state with a high degree of 

national consciousness. This worked two ways. The majority of the residents 

were non-Haole and could see their present experiences as a continuation of 

Haole exploitation. Thus[ nationalism could help to stimulate the will to ret 

sist. However, at the 
-a \-",,on g_ 

same time there existed a certain amount of tension ,e,e-

t.wQ.eft~the different national 
-\k, -r 

groups .whAGl+ could impede the development of .a · 

unified community resistance movement. Waiahole-Waikane was fortunate in that 

the first outsiders to offer aid were personally acceptable because of local 

ties (e.g., kinship, race, previous contact), demonstrated their commitment 

through a previous history of community activism, and espoused a social analysis 

stressing the primacy of class over nation. This was reinforced by observation 

of, and experience with, various situations such as the destruction of an earlier 

eviction==resistance movement (Kalama Valley) through internal dissent caused 

by narrow nationalism. These factors combined to enable Waiahole-Waikane to 

overcome national differences and form a united community movement. 

@ Waiahole-Waikane Creates Power 

The first step toward the development of power came with the self=~ 

organization of the community and the formation of the WWCA. This by itself 

would not have been enough. -Even with the community solidly organized and willi 

,-.. 
ing to fight, it is unlikely that Waiahole-Waikane could have stood off the po-\ 

litical c:lout of developers or prevented legal evictions. As is often the case/.\ 
J 



·\-\. :-;L C..01') 1 ,I J Ot 
the group -wh±clrwas initially activated into positions of leadership-~ the 

I 

higher ~s tatus and economically better~ff segments of the community. They 

"' pursued strategies designed to attract supporters from the cotoptable public 

and to influence actions of state and city agents. Turner's (1970) classic 
,,.-

analysis of movement strategies does an excellent job of laying out the rela\ 
.,-.. 

tion of a movement to the publ i.c. However~he fails to distinguish between supt 
) ,...... 

ment of the public 

porters and allies. The WWCA at this stage attracted supporters from that 
--n,;t w-l> 
~ empathized with their problem and -w~ willing to 

seg\-

lend 

aid. This aid was useful but was restricted to that which was legitimate and 

respectable. In contrast, after the leadership of the \~~CA changed co include 

more workers, the entire orientation shifted. The WWCA sought allies who would 

unite with the WWCA because they recognized that the struggle of the WWCA_and 

their own struggles were part of a more general one. They united as class 

allies in a larger struggle against capital. The degree of commitment of alli.es 

-is much greater tha ·n that of supporters, in par~ because they expect a similar 

commitment in return. 

The \~~CA did not develop any significant amount of real power during the 

period of moderate leadership and middle=class support. They were able, with 
,,.... 

the aid of their supporters> to generate sufficient influence to entice governi 

ment agencies to make desired decisions. HoweverAit was generally believed by 
I 

the larger public that the landlord and the developer had the law on their side 

and that they would ultimately win. A degree of real power was created once the 

movement took on a clear class character and the l~~CA developed class allies. 

The WWCA and its allies were able to coerce the state into purchasing the land/\ 
/ -and the developers were permanently halted. It was no longer a case of persui 

asion but one of coercion through confrontation. It was clear l y demonstrated 

that the people united can create power where none existed previouslyfand that 

(_pqD 



this power can be used to bring about some social change~no matter how limited. 
) 

0 Conclusions 

This has been just a brief sketch of the type of theoretical approach that 

could be used to 

use of a concept 

analyze developments such 
h,~t 

of power .wbfo,eh is defined 

as Waiahole-Waikane . It requires the . 
t ~ . .;, -t 

in objective terms and ,,1h1.ca-is lot 
I\ 

cated in social collectivities or classes rather than in individuals. The 

definition of power used by Alford and Friedland (1975) is appropriate for use 

here providing that it is modified to recognize the dynamic fluid nature of 

power. It must allow for power to grow, shrink, be createdAand be destroyed. 
J 

The approaches to the study of power utilized by political sociologists in com+ 

munity power studies can provide useful information regardin~ power structures 

as they exist at any given moment in timeAhut it must be recognized that these 
) 

are merely stop~action views of a dynamic process. This type of research can -also provide useful information regarding those vested interests that will atf 

tempt to marshalr their power to resist social change and loss of privilege. -The social psychological approach to powerlessness can be useful in analyz1 

ing the mobilization of participants and the attraction of allies in the course 
.,

of movement development. One can gain an understanding of the process of rei 

cruitment providing one · is careful not to 

power and powerlessness with actual power 

confuse individual perceptions of 

~~t -
whJ\en is always possessed by calf 

lectivities . Research in this area should also attempt to ascertain the relat 
~f"f'\OhC' 

tionship b~xeen~deological systems, perceptions of power, and recruitment into 

change-oriented movements. 
;J;-,,urcJ-

A closely related problem area is the relation yr-
,-.. 

~l'e'e!l class consciousness, national consciousness, and either potential for dej 

veloping actual power or subjective perceptions of power. 

This paper has not gone very far in developing the requisite theory or in 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 



analyzing the single case of Waiahole-Waikane. Neither of these was my primary 

objective. Nor w.>uld either task be possible in a paper of this limited scope. 

My objective was to clarify a bit more the nature of the concept of power, how 

it must be defined, and the type of theory into which it must be integrated, 

7 before we can~eaningfully_)3ttempt)to determine the social consequences of 

powerlessness. I believe that I have accomplished this limited objective. 


